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CHAPTER VI 

Rates of Return from High-School Education 
and Trends over Time 

THE first section of this chapter investigates the effect of high-school 
education on earnings and productivity, and the second changes .over 
time in the economic effects of higher education. The first consrders 
the effect of differential ability on the apparently large rate of return 
from high-school and thus on the apparently ."decreasing returns" ~o 
additional years of schooling; the second consrders whether the rap~d 
secular increase in the number of high-school and college graduates m 
the United States has been accompanied by a secular decline in their 

rates of return. 

1. The Rate of Return from High-School Education 

Rates of return were computed for the 1939 cohort of urban, nati:e
white, male high-school graduates and the 1949 coho:t .of all whrte 
male graduates using Census data and adjust~ents sr~Ilar to those 
made for college graduates.l The best single pnvate esum~tes, unad
justed for differential ability, average about 18 per cent, bemg 16 and 
20 per cent for the 1939 and 1949 cohorts, respect~vely. !hese are 
several percentage points greater than the correspondmg estimates for 

college graduates. 
Table 12 suggests that the ability of high-school and el~mentary-

school graduates differs considerably: the average I.Q. of hrgh-sch~ol 
graduates is more than 30 per cent higher than that. of per.sons ':r.th 
seven or eight years of schooling. A correction for drfferenual abr.h~y 
might well have a larger effect on the estimated rate of return to hrg~
school than to college graduates since the average I.Q. of the latter rs 

1 See section 1 of Chapter IV and Appendix A. 
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TABLE 12 

AVERAGE I.Q. AT SEVERAL EDlX:ATIOIIAL LEVELS 

Educational Level 

High-school graduates 
High-school drop-outs 
7-8 years of schooling 

Average I.Q. 

112.0 
98.0 
84.9 

Source : Es t ima:loe d from President ' • Commission an 
lH.gher Edueation , Higher Edueation for Aml! r ieiln o...,c:racy, 
Washington, 1947 , Vo lume VI , Tab l e 11 , p . 11 ; the data eom
pi led by V. Benson give very s i milar resul ts ( s ee ber "Ihe 
Intelligenee and Later Scholastic Success of Sixt h Gr ade 
Pupils," School and Society, February 1942 , p . 165 , Tab~e 1) . 
l!e.r data are. especi u l y inter.,sting because the oubaequent 
education of childre n given !.Q. tcescs in t he sirth grade 
waa determi:nc d , There.fore , the posi t ive relation bettreen 
I ,Q, and education in her study cannot i:>e c:ono i dered a con
sequence of the education itself, 

only about 12 per cent higher (see Table 4). Unfortunately, adjusted 
high-school rates cannot be estimated very easily. For example, the 
unadjusted rate of return to high-school drop-outs cannot be used 
because Table 12 indicates that their I.Q. is also much greater than 
that of elementary-school graduates; some confirmation is given by 
the fact that their unadjusted rate is only slightly below that to 
graduates. 

Two estimate are available. Morgan and David have adjusted 
crude earnings differentials for father's education, personality, and 
everal other variables.!. The adjusted differential between high-school 

and elementary- chool graduares is 64 per cent of the unadjusted dif
ferentials at ages 18-34 and 40 per cent at ~o-es 35-74, while these 
ratios were 60 and 88 per cent between college and high- chool gradu
ates.3 Thus their adjustments generally reduce the apparent gain from 

2 See the full description in section 2 of Chapter IV. 
8 In line wir.h the above expectation, the crude differem.ial between high-school 

drop-ours and clementary·school persons was not unaffected but was reduced by more 
than 60 per cent at ages 35·7:1 (computed from their Table III in ''Education and 
Income," Quarterly ]oumal of Economics, August 1963; it was, however, increased 
slightly at the younger ages). One should point out, however, that the crude differ
entials betwe('n high·~chool graduates, drop-ours, and elementary-school graduates 
are probably signliicantly understated in theiT survey. For example, !.hey find that the 
present values of the earnings of white male nonfarmer high-school graduates and 
dxop-outs are about equal when onl a -l per cent interest rate is used, and drop-ours 
acmally earn more than graduates at ages 18-35 (see ib id .. Table tv). Yet not on! · the 
Census data but also other quanti tative evidence (see, e.g. , School artd Early Employ· 
ment Experience of l'outh, Dept. of Labor. Bulletin l2i7, Washington, 1960, pp. 32-!!3) 
and general observations suggest that the relati e earnings of graduates are much 
larger than Lha!. 
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a high-school education by more than that from a college education. 
A similar conclusion emerges from the study cited earlier of differ

entials between brothers.4 Brothers averaging ll.8 years of schooling 
earned about $Ill more (in 1939 prices) for each additional year of 
schooling than those averaging 8.9 years. This was about 73 per cent 
of the crude and 62 per cent of the corrected gains for high-school 
graduates of the same age in 1939.5 Corresponding percentages for 

college graduates were 81 and 67. 
The unadjusted rate of return to white male high-school graduates 

is greater than that to college graduates,6 and the unadjusted rate to 
elementary-school graduates would be still greater. Such evidence 

TABLE 13 

INVESn-erT IN HIGH-SOiOOL EWCATI<N, COLLEGE EWCATI<N, 
AND PHYSICAL CAPITAL, 1900-56 

(current prices) 

Rate of Total Ratio of Fore- Ratio of 

Per Cent of Inveo tment in gone Earnings Investment in 

17-Y..ar Olc!s High School to in High School High School to 

with 12 Years Groos Pbyaical to Grose Pbysi- Investment in 

of Schooling Investment cal Investment College 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

1900 6.4 ,021 ,015 .900 

1920 16.8 .041 ,030 1.575 

1930 29.0 .124 ,071 1.625 

1940 50.8 .146 .084 1. 789 

1950 59.0 ,107 ,066 1,033 

1956 62.3 ,133 .080 1.105 

Source: Col, 1: His torical Sta t i st i cs o f the Uni ted States , 
Colonial TJ.UN to 1957, Washing-con , 1960 , Serie s 1!223- 233, p . 207; 
n~rato·u in other col \llms fro"' T. W. Schulu, "Capital Formation 
by Education," Joumal of Political Econ a"'Y, Deceni>er 1960, Table 5; 
denominators from sources given in Table 11. 

might well suggest "diminishing returns" or "diminishing marginal 
product" from additional years of schooling. Adjustments for differ
ential ability, however, seem to reduce the apparent rate more to 

4 Donald E. Gorseline, The Effects of Schooling Upon Income, Bloomington, 1932. 
See section 2 of Chapter IV for a discussion of this study. 

5 The brothers with higher and lower educations averaged about 43 and # ~-ean 
old, respectively (ibid.). Eaming differentials betw~en them ~ere compared t~ differ· 
entials in 1939 between persons aged 35-44 and 4.5 ·:.4, and a srmple average taken. 

6 However, as indicated in the discuss~on in Chapter IV, section 3. the results are 
different for nonwhites: for example, the unadjusted rate of return to southern, male, 
nonwhite high-school graduates in 1939 is a few percentage points lower tban that to 

college graduates. 
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high-school than to college graduates, and, I may add, probably still 
more to elementary-school graduates. So the appearance of diminish
ing returns results at least in part from the nature of the correlation 
between ability and education. Fully adjusted rates, therefore, might 
show no diminishing returns and might even show "increasing re
turns" to additional years of schooling. 

The very rapid secular growth in high-school education in the 
United States (see Table 13) may in the first place be mostly due to 
compulsory school laws but is probably ultimately more directly re
lated to anticipated private and social real rates of return. Evidence 
has already been presented indicating that the unadjusted private 
money rate of return to high-school education is very large, and 
although the adjusted rate may be much lower, i t too is probably 
considerable. . first approximation to the unadjus ted social m oney 
rate can be .found by relating before-tax earning diJierentials to total 
costs: it is only slightly lower than the private rate for white males 
because differential tax payments almost offset public costs. The true 
social rate, moreover, would be much larger still if high-school educa
tion m.ade an important contribution to the residual advance in 
kn_owledge ( ee ~e discussion in section 2 of Chapter V). So both the 
pnvate_ and s~al rates of return seem sufficient to justify the large 
expanswn of high-school education. 

2. Trends in Rates of Return 

Many issues of current importance depend on the secular trends in 
rates of return from education. For example, youngsters are now being 
exhorted to finish high school and even college partly because of a 
belief that relatively unskilled and uneducated persons are becoming 
increasingly obsolete in the American economy. This belief presumes 
that advances in technology have raised the gains from high-school 
and college education, especially since World War II, and perhaps 
even for a much longer period. On the other hand, economists have 
frequently alleged that the secular increase in the relative supply of 
more educated persons in the United States and elsewhere has reduced 
and will continue to reduce the gains from education.7 In this section 

7 A forceful argument along these lines even in the context of the early postwar 
period can be fou nd inS. H artis. How Shall We Pay for Education?, , ew York., 1948, 
pp. 61-72. For an earlier statement, see A. G . .B. Fisher, "Education and R elative\ aoe 
Rates," Inte.mational Lnbour Revie-.u, June 1932. " 
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I try to provide some very prelimina~y answers to such questions 
bringing together readily available evidence on secular trends. 

AFTER 1939 

by 

Column 1 of Table 14 provides estimated private ra~es of return, 
unadjusted for differential ability, to college graduates m 1939, 1949, 
l956, 1958, 1959, and 1961. The estimates for 1939 and 1949 we~e 
computed from data in the 1940 and 1950 Census and presented m 

TABLE 14 

PRIVATE RATES OF RETIJRN FROM COLI..EGE i>ND HIGH-So-tOOL 
EDUCAT!a-1 FOR SEL-ECTED YEARS SINCE 1939 

Year of Cohort · 

(per cent) 

College Graduates 
(1) 

14.5 
13+ 
12.4 
14.8 

High-School 
Graduate s 

(2) 

16 
20 
25 
28 

1939 
1949 
1956 
1958 
1959 
1961 

slightly higher than in 1958 

• For 1939 1949, 1956, and 1958, see Appendix A, . 
S~~~e. U S s:..,ary De t ailed Cbaract<> r lstics 1 U, S . C..ns us 

For ' s ee • • f 1961 see Inc""" of Familles =d 
o f Population , Table 2253 ; or 1961 , Cur1:'ent Popula tion Repor ts, 
Pers ons in the Uni t ed t.ates 1 • 

P• 60 , No . 39 , Tab le 28 . b ea simplv on a compar i s on of t he 
The 1959 esti.roate.s """" u • 1 f 25 and ovu 

diffe roonces b_erween the ""'"" inco..,s of all ""' es o ig)l-sclu>o1 

in 1958 and l'l59 . Differ~~·~· ~"~~~~~l~rb:"~e!n the latter 
gradust.es >~ere higher 1n ad Y b 11 per cent . Cos t s apparently 
and el~ary-school gr uates y durin the sam< perloii. The 
rose by a slightly smaller amount on: of o:e.dian in.eome difter:-
1961 estimates were base~n o~9~~~961. They ' " 're s~uerall.y 
entials at var ious ~ges robabl slightly in e~ess of 
htg)ler in 1961 , again by a~oun~p three ;ears. Mor e pre.cise. co 
the rise in cos ts during t e s bab1 t mucll 

rl ch.an~ thes e estimates s omewhat • pro y no • pa sons may ~:'--

Chapter IV. Although from a common source, . they are not stri~:~ 
com arable since the 1940 Census gave the ear~gs of u rb an, natt . -
whife males, whereas the 1950 Census gave the mcomes o~ all white 
males. The estimates for 1956 and 19~8 are based o~ the mcom~h~f 
all males rather than whites alone as m 1949; more Im~ortantly, y 
were collected in surveys that often give considerably different resul~ 
from those obtained in the Census. The emries for 1~59 are r~ug 
estimates based simply on comparisons between mean mcome differ
entials computed from the 1960 Census and from the 195~ s~rvey for 
all males over age 25 . The entries for 1961 are based on s1m1lar com-
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parisons between median differentials at different age classes. A fuller 
treatment of the 1960 Census materials and the 1961 survey is cer
tainly warranted as more information on costs and incomes becomes 
available. 

The rate of return apparently declined about 1.5 percentage points 
from 1939 to 1949 and then rose again in the late 1950's. Although 
these variations can hardly be considered statistically significant given 
the differences and errors in the basic data, the decline from 1939 to 
1949 is consistent with extensive evidence of a general narrowing of 
skill differentials during the 1940's, and the rise from 1949 is con
sistent with the slight general widening during the 1950's. There ap
parently has been little net change in the private rate of return to 
male college graduates during the twenty-three years as a whole. 

Private rates of return to high-school graduates for the same years 
are shown in column 2.8 In contrast with the rates for college gradu
ates, these rose throughout the period, by 4 points from 1939 to 1949, 
and by a whopping 8 points after l 949, so there was about a 12-point 
increase during the twenty-three years as a whole. Apparently, the 
economic position of high-school graduates remained about the same 
relative to college graduates and increased substantially relative to 
elementary-school graduates. Nate, however, that since the rates in 
Table 14 are unadjusted for differential ability, the true rates would 
have moved differently since 1939 if the correlation between ability 
and education changed. One might well believe that the differential 
ability of high-school graduates rose over time because now only the 
physically handicapped, dullards, or least-motivated persons fail to go 
to high school. Although this might explain the large rise in the 
unadjusted gain from high school, note that Morgan and David actu
ally find a larger ratio of adjusted to unadjusted earnings differentials 
between high-school and elementary-school graduates at younger than 
at older ages. The ratios between college and high-school graduates, 
on the other hand, are smaller at younger ages.9 

The movements in rates since 1939 were the net result of several 
changes with different effects. The substantial advance in technology 
and knowledge would tend to increase rates of return on education, 

8 Since nonwhites are concentrated at lower educational levels, the last four esti
mates would be biased more when comparing ra tes of return from high-school than 
from college. Comparisons made with the 1950 Census data indicate, however, that 
only a small upward bias could have resulted from including nonwhites. 

9 Computed from Quarterly journal of Economics, August 1963, Table III. 
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. d "neutral" and did not change percentage dif-
even If the a vance was f n 2) and even if the 
ferentials (see my argument in C~pte~ Il1, n:~d f~r well-educated 
advance was itself an effect of ebucauon. f hiEt l·n government and 

· · 1939 ecause o a 
persons has also nsen smce d T . hardware and systematic re-
business toward complicate ffil 1tary 

search. h h h nd a growth in the relative number of highly ~du-
On t e ot er a ' . lf reduce rates of return on educauon. 

cated persons would, by 1tse , £ 11 and high.-school gradu-
Table 15 indicates that the number o co ege . 1939 so there is 

b t the same rate rnce , 
ates has increased at a ou th 1 . de to expect much decline 

entl~ little reason from e supp y s1 
appar ' . differentials between them. Yet these changes 
in percentage ~nlln: decline in the rate of return from college 
in upply woul pro uce _a of college and high-school graduates 
education. For the earmngs 

Year 

1940 
1950 
1957 

TABLE 15 

High-School 
Graduates 

12 
18 
22 

College 
Graduates 

5 
7 
9 

" Annual and Ufe time lncc""' in Relation 
Source: H. Miller • " Alj!:!rl!_!c:_!m!!...o!:Z:Sc.on~""'!:l;" i~c'-'P.:.:.:.e-.:.<Vi.::oe.....,w • Decetr.ber 1960 • 

to Education, 1939-1959' ~ 
Table 2. 

d and thus absolu te 
uld ..lecline relative to le -educate persons, uld 

wo w d hi b chool graduates wo 
earning differentials b etween colleg_e an g -sch d And a decline 

· differennal were un ange · 
decline even ..l~!erce~talsgeuld lower the rate of return from college 
. b lute =uerenoa wo . 1n a so 1 t Once again a change m 

d cl' d by an equa amoun . 
unless costs e me. . . t re even of the direction of 
percentage differennals gives a wrong plc u 

change in rate~ of return: would b ' itself- the earn.ings of survivors 

:- decre~v:;n i:;::~~ates of re~urn (see Chapter III, section 2). 
en ~s gi . - white adults was already so low in 1939, how~er, 

1 [ortallty among d 1 . crease rates by a mmor 
that subsequent decreases coul on y m ber of the 1939 cohorts 

ill t uppose that no mem 
amount. T o ustra e, s b d 64 rose at a rate of 2 per cent 
ever died, and that earnings eyonh. age 1 ·n 1939 would have been 
per year. The rate of return to w lte rna es 1 
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less than one half of a percentage point above the rate computed with 
1940 mortality conditions. 

If adjusted rates behaved similarly to unadjusted ones, the rate of 
return from college did not change on balance and that from high 
school increased substantially after 1939. Therefore, advances in tech
nology and other forces increasing the demand for educated persons 
must have offset the increase in college graduates and more than 
offset the increase in high-school graduates. Consequently, technologi
cal advance and other changes apparently increased the demand for 
high-school graduates more than that for college graduates. 

BEFORE 1939 

The growth in technology, shifts in demand, decline in mortality, 
growth in education, etc., clearly may not have occurred at the same 
rate in the early part of the century as they did subsequently. About 
technology and demand shifts, little can be said.lO Mortality, however, 
definitely declined more rapidly in the early part of the century. For 
example, if the mortality of white males in 1901 had prevailed in 
1939, rates of return to college and high-school education would have 
been about three-fifths of a percentage point lower than they were 
with 1939 mortality. 

Although the relative number of both high-school and college 
graduates increased substantially before 1939, the former probably 
increased more rapidly. Supply changes alone, therefore, would pro
duce a greater decline in the rate of return to high- choo1 than to 
college graduates. Indeed, they would have increased the rate to col
lege graduates if a widening percentage differential between college 
and high-school earnings more than offset a decline in the earnings of 
both relative to less-educated persons.11 

Quantitative information before 1939 is extremely scanty and un
reliable, aud Tables 16 and 17 summarize the little information avail
able. Table 16 presents absolute income differentials in both current 
and 1958 dollars between college and high-school graduates at scat
tered dates, while Table 17 presents similar differentials between 

10 Denison's calculations suggest grea ler technological progress since the late 1920's 
only if Department of Commerce rather than Kendrick-Kuznets estimates of national 
product are used (see his Sources of Economic Growth in the United States, New York, 
1962, p. 269). 

11 Note that once again a widening percentage differential may be consistent with 
a declining rate of return even if costs were unchanged. 



Age 

25-34 
32 
30-34 
35-44 

Rates of Return from High-School Education 

TABLE 16 

lt<CCM:: DIFFERENTIALS BEHIEEN COLLEGE AND HIGH-SCHOOL GRADUATES AT 
VARIOUS AGES !lND FOR SCATTERED YEARS SINCE 1904 IN 

1904 Mean 
Eamings 

Current 1958 
Dollars Dollars 

(1) (2) 

936 3,019 

CURRENT AND 19 58 DOLLARS 

1926 Median 
Incomes 

Current 1958 
Dollars Dollars 

(3) (4) 

1,146 1,870 

1,465 2,390 
2,821 4,602 

Source 

1927 Mean 
Incomes 

Current 1958 
Dollars Dollars 

(5) (6) 

834 1,361 

1956-58 
(current dollars) 

Mean Median 
Incoces Incomes 

(7) (8) 

1,915 1,127 

1,438 
4,068 2,478 

Col. 1: J. M. Dodge, "The tfoney Value of Technical Training, '• Transac-
t ions of t h e Am>ri ean Soeieu of Mec.hanica l Engin.,ers , val, 25, 1904. 

Col, 3: tO~o , Eleletion of Educ .. t ion and Income . 
Col, 5: Cor.seline , Effec t o f School ino:. 
Col, 7: Miller in Arned c;m Economic Review , Deeember 1960 1 Table 1, P• 965, 

high-school and elementary-school graduates. According to the 1926 
urvey,13 real ab olute differentials becween college and high-school 

graduates declined substantially .from the 1920's to the 1950'-. Since 
real costs rose during this period, rates of return to college would h ave 
declined even more.13 According to the same survey, however real 
differentials between high-school and elementary-school graduates14 

widened greatly during the same period. These data do not necessarily 
imply, therefore, that rates of return to high-school graduates declined 
during the last thirty years. 

While rates of return from college education may have greatly de
clined at the same time that rates from high school declined much 
less, if at all, the accuracy and comparability with later data of the 
1926 survey are subject to doubt. For one thing, questionnaires were 
sent out through a single fraternity, and the response rate was low 
(about 50 -per cent). Only 1,750 persons in the final sample were col
lege graduates, and many were business majors. Moreover, the differ
entials between high-school and elementary-school graduates seem 

12 Everett W. Lord, The Relation of Education to Income, Indianapolis, 1928. 
13 These data constitute Renshaw's principal evidence of secular decline in rates 

of return from college education (see "Estimadng the Returns to Education,' " R eview 
of Economics and Statistics, Augtlst 1960, p. 322). 

14 The survey d early overstates these differentials because all persons with at least 
eight yean of schooling are lumped together in the category I call "elementary-school 
graduates." 
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unbelievably small compared to those between college and high-school 
graduates. 

Several persons around the turn of the century studied the effect of 
education on incomes in a few cities, companies, specialties, or schools. 
They found much larger differentials between college, high-school, 
and elementary-school graduates than are found today (see Tables 16 
and 17). Since the real costs of schooling rose rapidly over time,IS this 
evidence suggests a large decline in rates of return to both high-school 
and college education. 

If the data before 1940 can be considered representative, which is 
questionable, rates of return on both high-school and college educa
tion declined rather significantly during the first forty years of the 
century, and then stopped declining and even rose during the next 
twenty years. Since at least the relative number of college graduates 
increased more rapidly after 1940 and since mortality declined more 
rapidly before, these very different trends would probably be ex
plained by less rapid shifts in the demand for educated persons during 
the earlier period: advances in knowledge and shifts in demand for 
final products may have been less favorable to educated persons then.1s 
This conclusion is sufficiently important that much more attention 
should be paid to the historical evidence.l7 

One can also learn much from comparisons of different countries. A 
particularly good example of an "autonomous" increase in the supply 
of higher education is provided by the influx of well-educated European 
Jews into Palestine during the twenties and thirties, an influx moti
vated by religious and cultural considerations, not by any economic 
demand for well-educated persons. The influx should have lowered the 
return to higher education, and recent evidence indicates private rates 
of return in Israel during the fifties of only about 6 and 9 per cent for 
high-school graduates and college persons respectively.l8 An equally 

15 Total costs per student in 19'17-49 dollars were as follows in 1900 and 1950: 
High Sc;hool College 

1900 320 1,050 
1950 1,035 2,415 

See Schultz in Journal of Political Economy, December 1960, Tables 5-7. His figures 
were converted from current to 1947-49 dc.llar with the Consumer Price Index. 

16 Historians usually do assume that the technological improvements accompanying 
the industrial revolution reduced the relative demand for highly skilled persons. 

17 Albert Fishlow has, in fact, staned to stud (for the National Bureau) the his
torical trends in the demand for and upply of educated persons in the United tates. 

18 See R. Klinov-MaluJ, "The Pmfitability of Investment in Education in Israel;· 
unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Hebrew University, 1964, Chapter 3. 
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autonomous change has been the large-scale immigration of low
educated African and Asian Jews to Israel after its birth in 1948. This 
change should have increased the return to higher education, and, 
notwithstanding the equalitarian tradition in Israel, there is clear evi
dence of a significant increase after 1948_19 

19 See ibid., Chapter 4; also V. Bahral, The Effect of Mass Immigration on Wages in 
Israel (mimeographed) , Falk Project for Economic Research in Israel, 1962. 
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